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Introduction
F R A N  ؟OIS PENZ, G R E G O R Y R A D I C K A N D R O B E R T H O W E L L

What is space? No single definition will serve. Space, after all, is multiple.
Arguably, there are as many different kinds of space, and human engagements
with space, as there are scales, media and cultures. A book about space could,
therefore, be about almost anything, indeed almost everything. This book takes
a deliberately inclusive approach. The chapters within were first delivered as
lectures in an annual series at Darwin College, Cambridge University. The
series, like the college itself, is interdisciplinary. Each year eight experts from
across the arts and sciences are invited to address a given theme, before a
general audience, from the distinctive perspectives o f their fields. The lectures,
and the now sizable shelf of books that commemorate them, aim to give large
subjects such as colour, intelligence and evolution the panoramic treatment
they deserve. In 2001, it was space’s turn.
Why space in 2001? As organisers for that year, we found the match irre
sistible. For one thing, space is, in several senses, a natural counterpart to time,
the subject o f the millennial, 2000 series. For another, we, along with count
less others, associated 2001 above all with Stanley Kubrick’s seminal 2001: A
Space Odyssey (1968), voted in one recent poll the most influential and admired
film ever. In the spirit of the film, we selected particular topics and speakers
with an eye to transporting the listener - and now the reader - on a journey
from inner to outer space, from consciousness to the Cosmos. In between, the
ports of call include space and language, architecture, virtual reality, maps of
the Earth, international politics and interplanetary exploration. Here, then, is
a space odyssey for the intellectual traveller o f broad tastes, who likes to be
informed, challenged and entertained.
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The journey begins with the most personal and in many ways puzzling spaces
we know: our own minds. In her chapter on ،Inner space’, the neuroscientist
Susan Greenfield asks what science has learned about consciousness and its
basis in the brain. Consciousness, she points out, is not an either/or property, but
rather something adult humans enjoy in greater or lesser degrees, depending
on circumstances. There is all the difference in the world between the intense
focus and self-awareness of a mind sitting an exam, say, and the near oblitera
tion o f these qualities in a mind on Ecstasy. Greenfield argues that underlying
this continuum of consciousness is a continuum o f states o f brain connectivity.
The stronger and more numerous the connections between different parts of
the brain, the greater the degree of consciousness. O f course, as she insists, the
discovery o f this apparently simple correlation between brain states and men
tal states leaves untouched the problem of understanding how brain activity
causes mental states. But even without such understanding, the neuroscience of
consciousness may be edging closer to a new generation o f therapies for some
o f the most devastating mental illnesses, including Alzheimer’s.
Between the private space of the individual mind and the public spaces o f the
wider culture is language. The relations between mind, language and culture
have long been contested. Do the thousands o f different human languages pro
vide roughly equivalent windows on the world? Or, on the contrary, does each
language determine a unique, culturally specific ،thoughtworld’ (as the linguist
Benjamin W horf put it)? The psychologist Karen Emmorey turns to sign lan
guage - a language which unfolds in space - for new light on this old problem.
For centuries, as she reminds us, the prejudices held against the deaf were also
held against their preferred mode of communication. She argues vigorously
not just for sign language as a ،proper’ language, but one that confers special
cognitive powers on its users. In ،Language and space’, she draws attention to
some fascinating experiments on spatial cognition in signers and non-signers.
Accustomed to interpreting visual displays from alternate perspectives, signers
generally outperform non-signers on spatial tasks such as the mental rotation
of objects. While signers may not inhabit a thoughtworld all their own, their
minds - and brains - do show important differences from those o f non-signers.
Architects are notably adept at three-dimensional mental ،vision’. Our third
author, Daniel Libeskind, has conceived some o f the most remarkable and cel
ebrated public spaces of our time, including the Jewish Museum in Berlin, the
Imperial War Museum North in Manchester and the buildings chosen for the
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half o f the sixteenth century, she shows how these apparently neutral repre
sentations o f the Earth’s surface advanced major artistic and imperial agendas
of the day. For Jardine, the pivotal contest was that between the Habsburg
and Ottoman empires. Out of it, she argues, came not just redrawn boundary
lines but - thanks to the manoeuvrings of canny tapestry dealers, eager to see
the rival emperors outspend each other on the latest design ֊ the aesthetic so
much esteemed by later admirers of Renaissance art.
The need for a longer perspective on East-West relations requires no argu
ment after the defining event of 2001, the terrorist attacks on 11 September
(these lectures were given between January and March). Poignantly, the political
journalist Neal Ascherson’s reflections on ،International space’ are organised
around the notion of absences, gaps, holes. He draws our attention to the
،spaces

between the spaces’ which have often eluded the mapmakers. There

have, he notes, been literal no-man’s-lands: territories that, either by agreement
(Antarctica) or accident (the fabled European ،Discrepancy’), have belonged to
no nation or empire. But he also considers space as what opens after nations and
empires crumble away; or as what, despite native occupants, can be declared
in need of tenanting. Metaphors and international space have a long history.
Ascherson recalls how natural it seemed in the nineteenth century, in the age
of nationalism in politics and the cell theory in biology, to describe nations as
cells. For us, who face the distinctive challenges o f the twenty-first century, he
offers a different metaphor: space as an air pocket hollowed out from within
the foundations of political-economic life - space for thinking, feeling and
speaking authentically.
،Space’

often refers, of course, to extraterrestial space; and that is where

this volume concludes. From the Renaissance onward, voyagers have worked
to communicate to those who stayed behind what it was like to be in those
new and hitherto unknown places. In ،Exploring space’, the astronaut and
astronomer Jeffrey Hoffman takes up this venerable task. He dwells especially
on the human side of space travel. After all, as he points out, only a small
number o f us have so far journeyed on spacecraft. Perhaps space tourism will,
as he suggests, prove a realistic prospect in the near future, so that more can
enjoy firsthand impressions. Until then, we have his vivid testimonial to what
it is like to ascend into orbit, live and work (in his case, fixing the Hubble
Space Telescope), and return. He insists that being in space is just one way to
experience it, and not always the best one. For Hoffman, the machines used in
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space exploration, from telescopes to robots, are our indispensable allies. We
should welcome the exploration-by-proxy they offer as enlarging our experience
as well as our knowledge of space.
Such knowledge has grown as much through new theories as new data.
In ،Outer space’, the astrophysicist John Barrow looks at theoretical debates
about the ultimate nature of space and the universe. He touches on a number
of classic questions. Does space exist over and above the physical objects in
the universe (space as ،absolute’)? Or is space nothing but the sum o f relations
between objects (space as ،relative’)? How, after Einstein, should we think about
space and time, and space and matter? Other questions considered are of
more recent vintage, such as whether our expanding universe is accelerating or
decelerating, and with what consequences. Most provocatively, Barrow argues
that the three spatial dimensions and one time dimension that define our
universe are a pre-requisite for the evolution o f life. A universe with more
than one time dimension, for instance, would not have allowed for information
gleaned from the environment to inform future behaviour, making Darwinian
evolution impossible. It is, Barrow intimates, as if our universe was designed
to enable the emergence of beings intelligent enough to pose questions about
its origins and nature.
There ends this particular space odyssey. We referred earlier to Kubrick’s
2001 as a source of inspiration. The escalating perspectives o f the volume, from
the microscale scurryings of molecules in the synapses o f a conscious brain
to the macroscale rushings away of the edges o f the universe, equally call to
mind another, perhaps less well-known film: Charles and Ray Eames’ Powers
o f Ten (1977). The Eames let their camera move ten times further away every
ten seconds. We hope this volume, in its rather different medium, achieves
something of the same effect, of making what is familiar about space newly
interesting and what is unfamiliar newly relevant.
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